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The new VanContact™ Ice
 > Superb mileage performance on wintry surfaces thanks to 
an optimised Nordic Matrix Compound

 > Powerful handling and braking under all wintry conditions 
through the intelligent pattern design

 > Safe and outstanding ice performance throughout the 
service life due to a new hardened stud

Taming 
the winter
ENHANCED BY GERMAN TECHNOLOGY
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Mileage 
130%

Snow 
104%

Rolling 
Resistance 

110%

Noise 
104%

Dry
105%

Ice 
104%

Aquaplaning
101%

Tyre performance:

Tyre dimensions:

Superb mileage and safety 
on snow and ice.

Technical highlights:

For all kinds of vans in hardest wintertimes.

Safe and outstanding ice performance throughout the service life due to a new hardened stud.
The brand-new stud is made of a special hardened steel, which is seamlessly incorporated into the 
tyre’s fabric compound in order to reduce stud loss over the service life. Both the tyre and the stud 
wear down uniformly, thus ensuring a striking interaction between the stud and the pattern, and a 
maximum level of performance at all times. 

Superb mileage performance on wintry surfaces thanks to an optimised Nordic Matrix Compound.
The optimised Nordic Matrix Compound consists of silica, rapeseed oil and carbon black to provide a 
higher overall performance level. The silica improves performance on wet surfaces, the added rapeseed 
oil ensures a better handling in winter conditions, while the carbon black facilitates a superb mileage. 
All in all, the tyre’s new matrix is especially well optimised for Nordic roads.

Powerful handling and braking under all wintry conditions through the intelligent pattern design.
The new VanContact™ Ice delivers powerful and safe traction under all wintry conditions. For better 
grip and handling, especially during cornering, there are interlocking sipes around the pattern, aligned 
in the left and right driving direction. Additionally, a deeper area around the stud – the new Ramp Ice 
Reservoir – catches loose ice from the street so the stud can penetrate the ice directly to ensure 
ultimate performance on ice.

VanContact™ Ice
Vanco™ IceContact = 100%
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Tyre width in mm Tyre cross section Rim size in inches Speed symbol Load index

185–235 Series 55–75 15–17 N/R 101–121
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